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Abstract

Skill transformation from the human to the robot is really difficult task because of both are dissimilar bodies. This idea of skill transformation can be inspired by authors by proposing MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip). The goal of this paper is to copy the contents of human brain into robot memory by simply inserting a silicon memory clock chip into robot machine correspondingly this designed methodology also create a permanent human memory back-up of human brain. Such type of mind file is called Brain Back-Up. By utilizing this Digital Immorality concept robot will directly learns from a human without training and teaching that ultimately reduces human burden. This silicon memory clock chip act as an interface or bridge between the human and robot. In the absence of interface the transformation of skills from human to robots is impossible. On the time of skill transformation everything is stored in silicon memory chip that is inserted in human brain. By utilizing this designed methodology human brain downloading will be possible in robot machine. This designed methodology uses “store-and-forward technique”. The benefit to use store and forward technique is: provide collaborative learning, time saving during skill transformation that leads to the reduction of effort
applied by the human on the time of training. In addition, it also provides a closer view of human-robot interaction that sometimes also called “Robot Fostering”. Limited literature is available in mind uploading [44].
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